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Earlier this year, RevenueSA issued a ruling that delivered essential, albeit 
concerning, clarity on payroll tax obligations for a variety of medical and 
health practices. These encompass dental clinics, physiotherapy practices, 
radiology centres, and similar providers that engage medical and other health 
practitioners as independent contractors. Our commercial and tax director, 
Daniel Idema, will delve into the possible substantial payroll tax implications for 
such practices.

In this seminar, Daniel will cover the following topics:

• The RevenueSA ruling

• Determining what constitutes a relevant contract for payroll tax 
purposes

• Insights into the payroll tax amnesty program, including voluntary 
disclosure and other eligibility requirements

• Considerations for practices moving forward

• Understanding grouping and de-grouping issues

Don’t miss this opportunity to equip yourself with the essential knowledge 
required to assess your exposure. Learn whether you meet the criteria for the 
payroll tax amnesty program, and discover if your existing arrangements need 
to be reviewed in light of these recent developments.

Designated medical practices interested in registering for the payroll tax 
amnesty program must do so by November 30, 2023.

We look forward to you joining us.

Payroll Tax: A Detailed Guide for Medical and 
Health Practices

Date & Time
Wednesday, 1 November 2023
1:00pm - 2:00pm 

Venue
DW Fox Tucker Lawyers
L14, 96-100 King William Street
Adelaide SA 5000

Cost
No charge - event provided 
compliments of DW Fox Tucker 
Lawyers

RSVP
Monday, 30 October 2023
e: events@dwft.au
p: 8124 1811

Our Presenter  
Daniel Idema  Director 
DW Fox Tucker Lawyers

Daniel is a highly respected legal 
professional practising in commercial 
and taxation law. His skills 
encompass the ability to provide 
precise, knowledgeable, and 
practical advice across a diverse 
range of business areas, catering to 
companies of all scales and 
individuals.

Daniel has proven success in 
helping companies navigate 
complex state taxation issues, 
including with respect to payroll tax.
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